The Secret Book of
Free Life Hacks
135 Easy, Underground
Ways to Beat The System
Eat Free At 5-Star
Restaurants…And Get Paid
To Do It (Hack #13)
Take A Week-Long Vacation
At The Finest Resorts…For
As Little As $1 (Hack #26)
Use A New, Little-Reported
Gov't Program To Claim Free
Land…Anywhere In The
Country You Want To Go
(Hack #20)
Learn How To Turn A Tiny,
One-Acre Plot…Into A
Yearly $50,000 Payday,
Without Any Of The Sweat You'd Expect (Hack #85)
Turn Your Car From A Money-Sucker Into A Money-Maker…
Including A $923 Monthly Income, With No Uber, No Driving,
No Work At All (Hack #14)
These 135 Life Hacks Hand People In-the-Know an Easy, Instant
Leg Up. But Now You Can Gain That Same Advantage…FREE.
Dear Reader,
Have you ever felt like some people have a secret guide to life?
Somehow—as if they know the secret passcode—they continually
"stumble" into situations most of us never come across. But it happens to
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them again and again.
For instance…
Do you love to travel? How'd you like to do all your traveling—
anywhere in North America—for 50 cents on the dollar? It's true—if
you know this easy, three-step hack, you'll get two-for-one flights
for two years—with no black-out dates, no restrictions during special
sales, and without getting treated like airline cattle. In fact, you'll be
treated like airline royalty, including free drinks and special
privileges. Anyone can do it—but most people have no idea this life
hack even exists.
Speaking of travel—maybe 50% off isn't good enough for you? No
problem—using another life hack, you can decide where and when
you'd like to travel, and then pick your own price. My friends who
turned me onto this life hack recently took a trip to Cancun for $1.
All-inclusive.
Cut your utility bill in half—or, even better, get the utility company
to pay you—without cutting down on your gas or electric use,
installing any multi-thousand dollar systems, or spending time
shopping between different providers. This is so easy and so simple,
everyone should be doing it—but only those who know to ask get the
benefits.
Like garden-fresh food, but don't like the work? Hack #64 will show
you how you can get other people to grow food for you. In fact,
they'll pay you for the privilege.
This next one is so unbelievable, I've been encouraged to not even
tell you about it—you'll think I'm making it up. But it's 100% true. If
you know this life hack, you can buy a house—and live anywhere
you want—for only $1. Go ahead and be skeptical—I'll introduce you
to a friend who did just that in a few moments.
These life hacks—and 130 more of them—are the difference between the
"lucky" few who live luxury lives on economy budgets…and everyone else,
the people barely scraping enough from their paychecks to pay for
necessities.
You can use these life hacks to add tens of thousands of easy dollars to
your income—like Alicia S., who used Hack #6 to create an $80,000 a
month business. One where other people have to do all the heavy lifting.
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Or, you can use them to save on all your living expenses—in fact, using
Hack #1, you can own just about anything you can imagine…for free.
You'll even get paid to own it. Like Brianna in Seattle, who now has a free
motor scooter, thanks to this hack.
In the next twelve minutes, I'm going to show you how you can join
them.
Actually, you'll be a step ahead—because, while each of these hacks has
been researched and proven by people who are using them today, to
make their life better—they've never been brought together in one spot
before.
This manual of life hacks is so powerful, getting it is almost like acquiring
a super power—one that lets you shape the world to your own wishes.
That's a bold claim, I know.
But, as you'll see, putting these "life hacks" into action is a lot easier than
you think.
The only reason everyone isn't doing it, is so few people are even aware
life hacks like these exist.
In fact, you could live your whole life, and only meet one or two folks who
are "in the know."
Those that are have an unfair advantage. And it's one I'll give you,
instantly, at the end of this letter.
I'll tell you exactly who I am—and why I want to give away these
powerful secrets—in just a moment.
But first, let me share a few more of these life hacks with you right now,
so you can see just how powerful they truly are…

Your Own Personal Workforce—For Free
One of the best things about the luxury life is freedom from the
mundane.
You have people to do your shopping—to wash your car and pay the bills.
There are people to prep your meals, and do the dishes when you're
finished. If you don't feel like gardening, you can hire out landscapers.
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Heck, if you're tired of the travails of parenting, you can pay folks to take
care of that for you too.
But these sorts of luxuries—a complete, private staff!—are only available
for the uber-wealthy, right?
Wrong. Not if you use Hack #37.
In fact, if you join one small, exclusive, little-known club, you'll get
potential employees literally beating down your door.
And the best part—they aren't going to ask you for a dime. In fact,
they're paying for the chance.
I know that sounds insane. But trust me, it's not.
And there's nothing nefarious going on, either. This is all completely legal,
above-board, and good for everyone involved.
In fact, your new workers are generally overjoyed to come help you out.
Here's what some have said…
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Who wouldn't like an extra pair of hands around the house—or ten extra
pairs? To help you any way you want? Perhaps they can assist you
getting a new business off the ground…or just do all the chores you've
been meaning to get to for years, but that just keep stacking up.
You can just find someone else to do the work for you. For free.
Again—this is completely legal. In fact, there's a great reason why so
many people are salivating at the chance to help you out.
I show you exactly why that's the case in The Secret Book of Free Life
Hacks, on page 45. It makes so much sense, you'll be surprised
everyone isn't doing it.
But only a select few know where to find these willing workers, and how
to entice them to offer you free labor.
It's all in the book. Which, by the way, I'd like to give you absolutely free.
This book is chock full of simple, head-slappingly easy, hacks just like
this. The sorts of things that will have you asking, "Why didn't I think of
that?"
The truth is, in each of these cases, a few people have. And they're
already using these hacks to great effect.
Like Dan H.—who is using Hack #15 to turn his backyard into a $50-aday income stream. That might not sound like much—but, over the
course of a year, it can turn into a nifty $18,250 payday. And he doesn't
have to do a thing—just give people his address, sit back, and collect the
cash.
And there are plenty of others doing even better using this hack. The
most dedicated—if you can call it that, considering you don't have to do a
thing—are pulling in six figures every year.
The real question isn't whether you can do this or not. There are millions
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of people making use of these hacks every day.
The only question you should be asking yourself is: Why aren't I?

What Makes Me So Special?
The answer is simple. The vast majority of people aren't even aware
these opportunities exist.
That seems odd, considering there are literally hundreds of thousands of
dollars—per person—just sitting out there, waiting to be plucked from the
air.
But it makes more sense when you think about the people you know.
How do most of them spend their time?
Are they working boring jobs…drudging through their days…only to
collapse in front of the TV every night?
Do they spend their weekends at the movies, in front of that same TV, or
—if they're very adventurous—maybe going to a sporting event or
concert?
In short—are they tamed beasts? Predictable, boring, color-inside-thelines types? Even if they didn't start out that way—have they given up to
the flow of life, with no say in where that flow takes them?
Odds are, most of the folks you know fit that description pretty well. And
when you're a docile, house-broken animal like that—well, the most
effective secrets in the world can float right in front of your face, and you
won't notice.
It happens every day. In fact, it's probably already happened to you once
or twice since you woke up this morning.
If you're happy with that sort of life—I'm going to level with you, The
Secret Book of Free Life Hacks probably isn't for you.
These tips and tricks are incredibly easy to do, and can lead to lifechanging income streams, and luxury lifestyles most folks only dream of.
But—here's the sad thing—a lot of people get nervous when presented
these sorts of opportunities. It's like they're scared of success—scared of
changing up their comfortable routines, even if it's for the better.
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If that's you, turn around now. The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks
absolutely can alter your life.
Apply these secrets, and your life will improve—guaranteed.
But it will change.
If more time for higher-quality vacations brings up a queasiness…
If the freedom that comes with more money leaves you feeling lost,
without guardrails…
If the prospect of starting a new, better chapter in life leaves you feeling
like you're stepping out over the abyss of the unknown…
That's ok. That's normal for most people. There's no shame in clinging to
the known—the evenings in front of the tube, the weekends spent surfing
the 'net.
But if the adventure that comes with unlocking this sort of power excites
you, you're going to want to hear about this next hack.

Live Anywhere—For $1
What I'm about to reveal is next-level stuff, so buckle up.
You see, it's a one-two combo of two different hacks that, when used
together, become exponentially more powerful. So powerful, that they'll
let you choose where you want to live—and give you your own,
personally-selected house right there. For as little as $1.
Here's how it works.
Thanks to a little-known new government program detailed in Hack #20,
there are plots around the country that are being literally given away for
free.
In Maine and Michigan. In Minnesota and Iowa. Name a place. Odds are,
you can claim your free land, if you know how to ask.
This isn't even the first time the government has parceled out free land
like this. The first time—in 1862—it was called the Homesteading Act, and
entire states were given away to homesteaders.
It's happening again today, because America is a lot bigger than you
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realize. And, outside of about ten major cities, most of America needs
more people.
But this program isn't well-publicized, because no one wants a run on the
best spots. During the original Homesteading Act, people were literally
killing each other for plots with good soil, or great natural beauty.
No one wants that to happen again. So, this time, the giveaway is being
whispered about, instead of shouted.
Now some—but not all—of this land comes with minor caveats. Like the
promise that you'll live there, or build there, or improve the land
somehow.
That's fine—because that's exactly what we want to do.
Which brings us to the power of combining Hack #20, with Hack #21.
Because Hack #21 teaches you how to grab a fully-built house, for as
little as $1.
And how you can put that house wherever you want.
It sounds unbelievable. But that's exactly what Susannah S. did to get
herself a huge, beautiful farmhouse that she certainly couldn't have
afforded any other way.
In fact, it really could have been free. The previous owner was so eager
to give it to her, he would have been willing to pay. But, in order to get a
certificate of sale, they had to jack the price all the way up to $1.
I don't want to give away too much of this Hack, for obvious reasons.
Starting with, if this secret gets out, it could crash the entire real estate
market…and we already know where that can lead.
So I've got to keep this one under my hat. It's reserved for the few
people who grab The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks before we run
out of copies.
This is one of the most powerful hacks I know. And it's one you can use
today. As Susannah says, "That's what we did 15 years ago, and we have
a beautifully restored, historic home in a prime location in Northfield,
Minnesota."
You can too.
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There's So Much More In Your Free Book
The hacks I've already mentioned are just meant to whet your whistle. In
total, we've got 135 of these ready to go, for the first group of people
that raise their hands and say "Count me in."
It's really that easy. With that simple gesture, you can find out…
How to take something you already do—watch TV—and get paid to
do it. Honestly. There's no reason you should be doing this for free,
when there are folks out there eager to pay you for your troubles.
It's on page 19.
How to get a brand-new car—for free. Seriously, even if your current
car is perfectly good, who wouldn't want a sparkling new model for
zero dollars down, zero dollars owed? In fact, it gets better—you'll
get paid to drive this new one. Sounds insane—but, as you'll see on
page 30, it's anything but.
How you can get paid every time a stranger buys something online.
This is, frankly, an incredible life hack, which has created multiple
millionaires. There's no shipping or storage involved, no setting up
LLCs or businesses, no creating products or patenting ideas. Simply
use Hack #4 to get paid when strangers make a purchase—and
you'll make money without doing a thing. Heck, most of the time,
you won't even realize anything has happened until the checks come
rolling in.

Why Am I Sharing All These Incredible Tips?
It's about time I introduce myself.
Because by now, I'm sure, you're wondering how I know about all these
secret life hacks—and why I'm sharing them with you.
My name is Ryan Cole. And I head up a team of experts who are laserfocused on helping folks just like you live better. I'll tell you more about
them—and our organization—in just a moment.
But first, I want to show you why it's my passion to share these hacks
with as many people as I possibly can.
You see—to put it plainly—when I see what's happening in America today,
it blanches my face.
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So many people struggling, needlessly. So much anger and fear—for no
good reason.
Right now, it feels like the country is pulling itself apart. And, the worse it
gets, the more people get left behind.
For the first time in my life, hopelessness seems to be more common
than hope. I'm an optimist by nature and I can't stand to see the nation
with such a bleak outlook.
It doesn't have to be this way. In fact, there's still plenty of opportunity
and fortune, if you know where to look.
I know this, because I've been using a lot of these tips for years, to
achieve my personal version of the American Dream.
I'm writing you from the comfort of my brand-new, refinished and
refurnished bedroom, which doubles as my office (when I don't feel like
sitting at my magnificent, mid-century desk). I enjoy a six-figure salary,
earned entirely on my own schedule, without a cubicle in sight.
Later this week, I'm taking a trip to New Orleans to celebrate a milestone
wedding anniversary…and I'm not paying a dime.
Indeed, that's just the beginning—only a couple weeks ago, I returned
from more than a month living in Ireland, never dipping into my own
wallet.
I'm living this well-appointed, luxury lifestyle—while putting away the
vast majority of my earnings for an early retirement—thanks to a
combination of hacks.
The sorts of tricks that score me free international flights a few times a
year…along with multiple easy, passive income streams that add up to a
healthy upper-class salary. Without having to put in upper-class hours.
It took me years to figure out how to make these tips work for me. And
now, I want to make them work for you.
To be clear—this isn't just about money and luxury, either. In fact, that's
only one section of The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks—out of four.
That's because I know—after plenty of personal trial and error—that
money is an important thing, but it's not the only thing.
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Money is, after all, only a tool.
The only thing that really matters is independence, and happiness.
Which brings me to Walden Publishing. That's the name of the company I
run.
And I run it, not because I need the money (I'm already doing fine). I run
it because I believe too many folks are adrift.
The American Dream has been breaking down, and at the same time—not
coincidentally—so have American ideals.
The sorts of things that the nation's founders enshrined as the greatest
goods. Like freedom, privacy, the chance to be left alone from an
intrusive government and make our own, self-sufficient way.

How—in This Crazy World—You Can
Gain the Independence You Deserve
The government has been getting more intrusive as time goes on—as are
the new powers on the block, the mega-corporations that run so much of
our lives.
Americans used to have a can-do attitude and the freedom to make their
way. No more.
Now, most Americans are little more than data points in vast marketing
plans—nodes of meager salaries designed to get siphoned up by the
mega-rich.
I've had enough. And I have a feeling—since you're reading this today, so
have you.
That's why I've designed Walden Publishing to be a defense of the true,
original American spirit.
The freedom from government tyranny, that inspired Washington and
Jefferson.
The ultimate reliance on self, that drove Franklin and Adams.
And the chance to truly pursue personal happiness—in whatever way fits
best—as powerfully personified by Henry David Thoreau, exploring
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Walden Pond.
That's what Walden Publishing is all about. Independence, as a means to
freely pursue happiness.
And that's why The Secret Book of Life Hacks doesn't just begin and
end with ways to maximize the dollar signs in your bank accounts.
Inside this report, you'll also find things like…
A four-step technique to rid yourself of things you don't need, and
make sure that you own your possessions, instead of having
possessions that own you.
A simple, incredibly easy way to turn rainwater into the purest
drinking water you'll ever taste…so you never have to wonder "What
chemicals or poisons is the state putting in my tap water, anyway?"
Believe me, the folks in Flint, Michigan would have found this
invaluable. I spend large chunks of the year in Baltimore, which has
its own lead problems—this hack is a lifesaver.
The stupid-easy root to grow in your backyard—both as a treatment
for many common ailments, and one that comes with a bonus as a
cash crop. The best specimens of this root sell for upwards of half-amillion dollars. And once you plant it underground, the only thing left
to do is wait.
How you, for just about zero dollars invested, can create an
irrigation system that can compete with the most high-tech and
expensive out there. If you have any interest in growing your own
food—or just having a beautiful garden—this hack is a must-have.
How to build your own zero-energy oven—perfect for cooking up
delicious, safe food in emergencies, or simply as a way to save
money on your utility bill.
How you can get paid to access the very best, cutting-edge
healthcare. That's right—forget about five-figure doctor's bills. This
hack can get you treatment that isn't even known to most folks yet
—and get you a check cut at the same time.
The pet that—instead of costing you money in food and expensive
vet bills—can actually turn into a $500—$1,300 a week salary. That
truly is man's best friend.
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I'm only scratching the surface here.
In fact, I believe this is one of the most valuable books ever created. You
just never find these sorts of practical tips and hacks put in one place like
this.
A great book might contain one or two nuggets as powerful as some of
these tips. But 135 all together? This is unprecedented.
I'm confident that, given the limited number of copies we're going to
distribute, if The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks hit the open market—
considering just one of these tips can make you hundreds of thousands a
year—the price would quickly get bid up into the stratosphere.
But this book will never be publicly available. Indeed, this is probably
your one and only chance to grab your own copy.
And, rather than pay hundreds or even thousands of dollars for this
report, I'm asking you for exactly—zero dollars.
In fact, all I want in return for giving you this powerful book is this:
Simply sample Walden Publishing's flagship newsletter, Independence
Monthly.
That's it.
And if you're interested in The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks, I can
guarantee you'll be into Independence Monthly as well.
I know because Independence Monthly is entirely focused on bringing you
practical, useful hacks and tips just like you'll find in this report.
In fact, a number of these hacks come directly out of the pages of
Independence Monthly, where they were first revealed to the world.
Our readers take notice. It's not everyday you find a publication
dedicated to making your life better, healthier, happier, and more
independent. With the sort of tips and tricks that actually can make a
day-to-day difference in your life.
But don't take my word for it.
"I enjoy Independence Monthly so much. I devour each issue. I
am interested in nearly every topic and article. It is so refreshing
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to see that not everyone is trapped. You know what I mean?"
—Deborah G.
"Let me say how much I enjoy your well written, thoughtful and
thought-provoking work"
—Patricia W.
"THANK YOU! For the first time, in a very long time….I am excited
about what the future might hold."
—Trisha D.
"I'm not going to lie… I was a little bit nervous at first. I mean,
we've all just come to accept that there's one way of doing things.
One system that we have to be a part of… one system we all live
in, work in and die in. That's what's so fascinating [about the Uber
Economy]. Now I see that there is a whole world out there that
can be fun, exciting… and massively profitable!"
—Samuel C.
"Being debt free is totally awesome! I can't tell you how liberating
it is to rest my head on my pillow at night knowing that, not only
do I not owe a single cent to anyone, I have enough wealth
behind me now to do more or less as I please. And it's all thanks
to the Uber Economy."
—Clarence J.
Right now, we have one of the strongest, most tight-knit organizations in
America today.
And you're invited to join us.
In exchange for giving us a shot, you'll get your own digital copy of The
Secret Book of Free Life Hacks: 135 Easy, Underground Ways To
Beat The System.
But you'll get so much more.

Four Free Additional Bonus Gifts
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I'd also like to send you one of our most
popular reports—A Manifesto For The
Uber Economy.
Because—let's face it—the old economy is
quickly breaking down. Between
technological innovation, monopoly
consolidation, ever-shrinking salaries, and
ever-failing regulation, the old America Inc.
is dying.
It's quickly being replaced by a new form of
work—one that isn't full-time, and doesn't
come with lifetime benefits.
One that's incredibly bad for the average worker bee.
But! It's incredibly good for the few savvy folks who see these massive
changes taking place…and position themselves well to take advantage.
That's exactly what A Manifesto For The Uber Economy does. It
breaks down all the coming changes—and how to play them for maximum
gain.
Indeed, the world is quickly dividing—more than ever—into the haves and
the have-nots.
If you aren't sure which you are—sorry, you're a have-not.
This manifesto shows you exactly how to become a have—and prosper in
the new economy. It is, simply put, required reading for anyone that
hopes to survive in the next decade or so of earth-shifting changes.
That's why I want to give you A Manifesto For The Uber Economy
today—completely free.
And—as if the pot wasn't already sweet
enough—I'd like to add one more free report
for you today: The No-Mortgage Secret
To Owning in America.
The No-Mortgage Secret To Owning in
America gives you three options to grab
your own slice of the American dream…
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without debt, without sweat, without all the
trials and troubles that usually come with
buying or owning a home.
Just a number of ways to grab your own
home—to live in, or to rent out as a rental
income—without the headaches that so often come along with such a
large purchase.
This report alone is well worth the price of admission. But it's yours, free.
And that's not all…
In addition to…
The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks: 135 Easy, Underground
Ways to Beat The System
You'll also receive, as part of this special package…
Free BONUS Report #1: A Manifesto For The Uber Economy
Free BONUS Report #2: The No-Mortgage Secret To Owning
In America
PLUS….
Free BONUS #3: Free Access to our newsletter, Truth &
Plenty
Free BONUS #4: Free Access to the complete archives of
Walden Publishing, with all previous issues and newsletters a
quick search away
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All this—at no charge to you—when you agree to give Independence
Monthly a try.
Now normally, a year's subscription costs $99.
I think you'll agree—for all the practical life hacks you're getting—any of
which could save or make you hundreds or thousands of dollars, that's an
extremely fair price.
But, today only—because I want to make sure you get The Secret Book
of Free Life Hacks in your hands, before we shut the doors—we're
slashing that price.
Today, you can get a full year's subscription for only $99 $39. Or—if you
really want to save some money—you can get a two-year subscription for
the absurd price of $198 $69.
Yes! Send Me The Secret Book

of Free Life Hacks NOW!
But I promised you that you could get The Secret Book of Free Life
Hacks free, just for sampling our publication. And I intend to make good
on that promise. It's yours to keep, no matter what.
That's why I'm giving you three months to decide if Independence
Monthly is right for you.
Cancel your subscription any time within those first three months, and
we'll return every cent of your cost. No questions asked. (Cancel anytime
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after the first three months, and we'll return the unused portion of your
subscription as well.)
No matter what, you'll still be able to keep all your reports—at no charge
—including your copy of The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks. It's my
way of saying thank you for exploring these important ideas with us. And
of course, you'll be able to keep any issues of Independence Monthly
you've received to that point—or any that you've taken out of the archive.
It's that simple. There truly is virtually no risk to you whatsoever.
So please don't delay.
The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks is truly the most powerful guide to
achieving real independence in the 21st century ever put together.
For that reason, I simply can't guarantee this offer will remain out there
for long. Depending just how distorted this makes certain markets—most
especially the real estate market—we might have to pull it, at any time.
But it's available now. Don't wait. Grab your free copy today, and give
Independence Monthly a no-risk 3 month trial.
You've got absolutely nothing to lose. But you've got thousands—perhaps
hundreds of thousands—of dollars to gain.
Not to mention—even better than the money, is the independence it
brings. You won't find these unique hacks, tips, tricks and ideas anywhere
else.
And, perhaps, not anytime else either. Don't wait. Grab them today.
Before The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks disappears forever.
Sincerely,

Ryan Cole
Publisher, Truth & Plenty
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Yes! Send Me The Secret Book

of Free Life Hacks NOW!
P.S. This isn't some sort of marketing mumbo-jumbo or doublespeak. I
cannot guarantee how long this offer will last—but I suspect we will have
to pull it very soon. The Secret Book of Free Life Hacks is simply so
powerful, it can literally distort markets. So if we see the real estate
market responding to an influx of people figuring out how to get free
land…and houses for a buck…we will have to pull this offer.
If that happens, the odds are great you won't get this opportunity again.
Considering you aren't risking a thing, you owe it to yourself and your
family to find out how this book can help you, and which life hacks can
make a difference in your bottom line. And your happiness.
These sorts of opportunities don't come around often. Don't ask yourself
what could have been. Grab this brass ring now, before it's too late.
Yes! Send Me The Secret Book

of Free Life Hacks NOW!
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